
SHARE KITCHEN STUDIO
“A party without cake is really just a meeting.” JULIA CHILD

DRESS UP YOUR KETCHUP 
At JUMP, French fries and potatoes are part of our DNA! And while we claim to have the  
recipe for the tastiest fries, they can always be made better. In this friendly competition, 
groups are broken into teams. All the spices, and essential ingredients are on hand for each 
team to create the most delicious fry sauce. This activity fosters creativity, team-building and 
of course a healthy appetite. Which is why the best part of the competition is sampling each 
sauce to find a winner! 

CHOPPED!
In this edible competition based on The Food Network television series, CHOPPED, guests work in teams to create  
delicious dips or desserts. The program begins with a chopping demonstration led by a JUMP team member. Next, teams 
receive a basket filled with a variety of ingredients. They must use all ingredients including a mystery item to create a  
culinary masterpiece to share. In this friendly competition, teams race the clock for added excitement. Judges sample each 
dip/dessert to name a winner based on taste, presentation and more. We all delight in tasting the dishes to conclude.  

“Thank you for planning and executing a very productive and fun day. Thanks to your team for the making the 
experience so seamless and truly fun. JUMP team, you were fabulous.” -College of Idaho  

 

MOVE/DANCE STUDIO
“Play is the highest form of research.” ALBERT EINSTEIN

MEDITATION & YOGA  
It’s time to clear what’s holding you back and open-up to living your best year yet! In this 
workshop, we use the yoga tools of gentle movement, mudra and mindfulness to clarify our 
path, eliminate obstacles and experience a personal revolution. We’ll power up our prana 
(life force) and push forward into possibilities for cultivating a deeply nourished and empow-
ered state of being!

DANCE BATTLE
Tik Tok Dance Our JUMP dance instructors will lead guests in a short dance routine to music, 
or perhaps the latest TikTok dance. Before leaving the studio, we will have participants ready 
to bust a move, shake a leg or boogie on home! 

SAMPLE MENU
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“We can’t thank you enough for the JUMP experiences you have provided our students. They have been  
beyond the students and teachers’ expectations!”  -Missy Goode, Boise School District Community Schools



PLAY STUDIO
“Life is too important to be taken seriously.” ~OSCAR WILDE

GREEN SCREEN 
Learn the behind-the-scenes techniques used in green screen technology! Have you ever 
wondered how the weather is shown on the news? Or how Harry Potter disappears? Learn 
these techniques and more in our multimedia PLAY Studio! 
 
DROP IT IN
This program is an interpretation of Mad Lib, a phrasal template word game where one player 
prompts others for a list of substitute words for blanks in a story. It begins with a prepared story 
loaded on our teleprompter, with opportunities for person reading to ‘drop in’ hilarious phrases to the 
story. Ideal with two teams, with each team filling in the blanks or creating “Drop It In” phrases for the other team to read. 
We even film each ‘performance’ for you to take home for posterity.

“Thank you so much for the wonderful experience yesterday. I had several people tell me this was the best 
event they have attended. All the small surprises took the event to a higher level. Thank you again for such 
an amazing time. We look forward to working with you again!” -Colliers International

MAKE STUDIO
CATAPULT BUILD 
Participants will work to create their own catapults in our maker’s space. Afterwards participants 
will partake in a launching competition to see whose catapult can launch out of this world!

INSPIRE STUDIO 
J. R. SIMPLOT PRESENTATION IN OUR INSPIRE PRESENTATION STUDIO
“All About Jack, J. R. Simplot, the Inspiration behind JUMP”, presented by David Cuoio. 
Mr. Cuoio is an engaging presenter with first-hand stories about J. R. Simplot from his 28 
years of working as a Simplot Public Relations Executive. During his Simplot career, Mr. 
Cuoio conducted a series of interviews with J. R. and made it his mission to learn as much 
as possible about how he built the Simplot company from a one-man farming business to a 
food and agri-business empire.

DOC. ROB’S TRACTOR TOUR EXPERIENCE
“You’ve got to take life and ride it till the wheels fall off.”~BRAD SIMMS

TRACTORS & HISTORY AND THE JUMP (AGRI) CULTURE, OUTDOORS THROUGHOUT JUMP
Farming is an integral part of our heritage at JUMP and we love to share our enthusiasm for old 
iron! On this private tour, our Tractor Doctor, Rob Bearden will showcase a selection of these 
inspiring examples of industrial art and innovation and have some fun along the way!

WHERE’S ROB? TRACTOR DOCTOR SCAVENGER HUNT
At JUMP, we have quite a collection of vintage steam engines and tractors dating as far 
back as 1885. And who keeps these gems in tip top shape? That would be our “Tractor 
Doctor,” Rob Bearden. When Doc Rob isn’t tending to these inspiring examples of indus-
trial art and innovation, he is leading tours and sharing his enthusiasm for our tractors…or 
is he? In this old-fashioned scavenger hunt, participants will visit a few of our favorite trac-
tors among the collection and help find Doc Rob. The tractors are displayed throughout the  
public areas of JUMP. Gather a team or compete against friends and neighbors to find “Doc 
Rob” hidden in plain sight. All who complete this challenge will be rewarded!

“I have been blown away by your service and attention, great job! My entire staff has just been raving about 
the event you put together for us.” -Thomas Development Company


